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Abstract 
The 20th century was China seeks the modern nation-state main body 
construction a time. In this process, China (modern society) moved toward in the 
modern significance nation-state before a semicolonial and semifeudal society. With 
the aid of saves the nationality in peril and the construction modern nation-state time 
subject, the female writes starts to sprout, to develop gradually, and presented its 
unique characteristic. Therefore, explores feminine writing in the modern nation-state 
establishment's process in the different time attribute and changing is the topic which 
is worth studying. 
This article altogether divides into three parts. 
The introduction part, will carry on the limits to several concepts: Like “modern 
nation-state words”, “feminine writing” and so on, and is clear about this article the 
research starting point, the research subject, the research technique, explained that this 
article take the gender research as a starting point, take the 20th century each time's 
feminine writing as the object of study, adopts way which the cultural research and the 
text analysis unified, through to the text, writer's concrete explanation, demonstrated 
that presented under the generation of nation-state words the feminine writing 
attribute and changing. 
The first chapter：The female “he” the neterogeny status's formation has the 
history and the modern two kind of roots, this was these two kind of roots has created 
feminine writing the male power words and the initiation words dual circumventions, 
therefore achievement “he” the female had the manner which to sexual affection 
writing one kind intended to avoid. 
 The second chapter ： The revolutionary words power's establishment, 
constrained besides revolutionized the subject life consciousness expression. 
Therefore in the 30s-40s feminine novel appeared has forgotten the written 
characteristic which in the self-sex status, the rout retreated, retreats insisted. In 50- 
the 70s masculine work carried on “the virilescent” to the feminine image writing, 















The third chapter：In the 80s-90s, as a result of market economy appearance, 
social culture reforming as well as West feminism theory introduction, feminine 
virilescent writing to personal desire writing transformation. 
The conclusion part pointed out that the modern nation-state's construction 
pressed to live the woman to liberate the ideological trend the occurrence, the 
ideological trend which the woman liberated has given the turning point which the 
female wrote, but simultaneously gave the female to write fetters, caused feminine 
written behavior closely regarding to enter in the modern nation-state construction 
frame expert. The female writes in the nation-state words and in the feminine words 
crevice the difficult vanguard. 
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